This paper is devoted to study and compare dynamics of primary Linear Oscillator (LO) coupled to cubic and Vibro-Impact (VI) Nonlinear Energy Sink (NES) under transient and periodic forcing. The classic analytical procedure combining the approach of invariant manifold and multiple scales is extended from the analysis of steadystate resonance to other regimes, especially Strongly Modulated Response (SMR). A general equation governing the variation of motion along the Slow Invariant Manifold (SIM) is obtained. Numerical results show its convenience to explain the transition from steady-state response to SMR and the characteristics of SMR for periodic forcing. Targeted energy transfer under transient forcing can also be well understood. Experimental results from LO coupled to VI NES under periodic forcing confirm the existence of SMR and its properties (e.g. chaotic). They also verify the feasibility of the general equation to explain complicated case like SMR in experiments.
it can lead to irreversible energy transfer from primary system to NES and rapid dissipation of this localized energy. This phenomenon is called non-linear energy pumping or passive Targeted Energy Transfer (TET) which has been extensively studied during the last fifteen years [1, 2] .
The initial studies of NES are concentrated on a NES with cubic nonlinearity. In the first two papers dedicated to study the dynamics of TET [3, 4] , the NES is supposed with cubic nonlinearity which can be realized with two strings with pretensions. However, NES can possess other forms of nonlinearity. NES with general non-polynomial nonlinearity is studied in [5] . NES with piecewise nonlinearity is analyzed in [6] . For seismic mitigation, a Vibro-Impact (VI) NES is studied numerically and experimentally in [7, 8] . It is realized though combining linear spring and vibro-impact elements and studied further in [9] . A simpler model of VI NES is presented in [10] and the VI NES is realized by a mass which can move freely in a cavity of the primary system and impact the system in two sides. The study of VI NES is extended from transient forcing to periodic forcing with experimental validation in [11] . It is also studied analytically and numerically under periodic forcing in [12] . It is also demonstrated that a simple eccentric rotator can be used as NES [13, 14] . In addition, a NES realized with a nonlinear membrane in acoustic system is studied in [15, 16] and multiple NESs in parallel are investigated in [17, 18] .
A classic analytical method combining the approach of invariant manifold and the multiple scales is introduced to the study of cubic NES in [19] . This method is generalized to NES with non-polynomial nonlinearity in [5] , which is illustrated by two examples involving softening (non-polynomial) and piecewise-linear (non-analytic).
In the series of paper [10, 12, 20, 21] , SIM is obtained with the above method and proved to be a good tool to describe the quantitative relation between primary system and NES. Moreover, it represents the set of all possible fixed points under 1:1 resonance and its topologic structure can be used to judge the existence of TET and SMR. Recently, it is founded that the topological structure of SIM is different for NES with piece-wise nonlinearity [6] , cubic NES [22] and VI NES [11] . In [12] , the authors assume that the special structure of SIM is the cause of the unique SMR for VI NES and it is named as chaotic SMR. In this same paper, this phenomenon is also claimed to exist for a rotational NES [13, 14] . However, this method is limited at the condition of 1:1 resonance. Moreover, although the existence of SMR can be judged from the structure of SIM obtained through this method, the actual variation of SMR cannot be explained further by it.
In one side, whether there exists one better analytical method to overcome the limit of the hypothesis (i.e. 1:1 resonance) to explain all possible SMRs of different NESs mentioned above or even more complicated regimes. In another side, whether this new or improved method can explain the more complicated results during the application of NES, for example, the complicated results during the application of VI NES to quench the chatter instability in turning process [23] .
In this paper, the LO separately coupled to cubic NES and VI NES is studied. The structure is as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the analytical treatment of the governing equation of motion. Section 3, numerical results is used to verify analytical developments. In the next section, experimental results are demonstrated. Finally, concluding remarks are addressed.
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A Linear Oscillator (LO) coupled to cubic NES and VI NES separately is studied under transient and periodic forcing respectively. The objective is to get the SIM when LO and NES are in 1:1 resonance. The theoretic developments presented herein are based on the method used in [22] for cubic NES and [11] for VI NES.
Cubic NES
System of harmonically forced LO attached with cubic NES presented in Fig. 1 is described by the following equation of motion:ẍ
The corresponding physical parameters are expressed as follows:
where x, m 1 , c 1 , k 1 and y, m 2 , c 2 , k 2 are the displacement, mass, damping and stiffness of the LO and the cubic NES respectively, the dots denote differentiation with respect to τ. 
In the context of energy pumping, the mass ratio ε is supposed to be small (≈ 1%). In this case, Eq. (3) may be analyzed by multiple scales method with respect to this small parameter. Multiple scales are introduced in the following form:
A detuning parameter σ representing the nearness of the forcing frequency Ω to the reduced natural frequency of the LO is introduced:
Substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eqs. (3) and equating coefficients of ε 0 and ε 1 :
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The following complex variables are introduced under supposition of 1:1 resonance to obtain SIM:
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eqs. (6) and the equation of the SIM presented in Fig. 2 can be obtained. As to the stability, the analysis is already developed in [20] .
Concerning the study of non 1:1 resonance (SMR), the following formula is introduced, among which the component of w containing the same frequency with the LO (frequency of outside forcing for periodic forcing or natural frequency of LO for transient forcing) can be developed in Fourier series and is supposed in the following form:
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where RFC represents the rest frequency components and E (τ 1 ) is directly decided by the motion of cubic NES.
Substituting the first two equations of Eqs. (8) and Eqs. (10) into the first equation of (7) and eliminating the secular terms, the following equation governing the variation of the slow variation of LO with respect to τ 1 can be obtained:
where
Θ represents the phase difference between relative displacement and that of LO. η represents the phase difference between outside forcing and motion of LO.
VI NES
System of harmonically forced LO attached with VI NES presented in Fig. 3 is described by the following equations:
The meaning of notations is the same as that for system with Cubic NES and b represents a parameter related to the length of cavity.
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When |x − y| = b, a impact occurs. The state of the system after impact is obtained using the simplified shock theory and the condition of total momentum conservation:
where r is the restitution coefficient of impact and the superscripts + and − denotes time immediately after and before impact. New variables representing the displacement of the center of mass and the internal displacement of the VI NES are introduced as follows:
Substituting Eq. (15) into Eqs. (13) and (14), the equation between impact in barycentric coordinate are given as:
And the impact condition (14) is rewritten as:
Multiple scales are introduced in the following form:
A detuning parameter (σ) representing the nearness of the forcing frequency Ω to the reduced natural frequency of the LO is introduced:
Substituting Eqs. (18) and (19) into Eqs. (16), (17) and equating coefficients of like power of ε gives:
Order ε 0 :
Order ε 1 :
Here, the SIM will be obtained through the first order and the fixed points will be obtained by combining the first order and the second order as what have been done for cubic NES.
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The first equation of system (20) , taking into account Eq. (21) simply represents an undamped harmonic oscillator and its solution can be expressed as follow:
The second equation of system (20) with (21) represents an harmonically forced impact oscillator with symmetric barrier.
Under the assumption of 1 : 1 resonance (i.e. motion with two symmetric impact per cycle ), its solution can be searched in the following form:
Where Π(z) is a non-smooth zig-zag function [24] . This folded function and its derivative is depicted in Fig. 4 and are expressed as follows: According to Eq. (24) and (25), impact occurs at T 0 = π/2 − η + jπ with j = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The impact condition |w 0 | = b
is rewritten with Eq. (24) as:
Rewriting now the inelastic impact condition (21) yields:
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Combining Eqs. (26) and (27), a relation between the slow variables B and C presented in Fig. 5 is obtained as follow:
The analysis of the stability is fully developed in [25] .
In order to obtain the fixed points or study the evolution of the system on the SIM for SMR, Eq. (22) at the next order of approximation is analyzed. To identify terms that produce secular terms, the function of w 0 is expanded in Fourier series in the following way:
where RFC represents the rest frequency components. E (τ 1 ) is decided by the motion of VI NES.
Substituting Eq. (23), (24) and (29) into Eq. (22) and eliminating terms that produce secular terms gives:
Θ and η have the same meaning as defined in Eq. (12).
Remarks
A general governing equation of motion is obtained, specifically Eq. (11) for cubic NES and Eq. (30) for VI NES.
Therefore, although the topological structure of SIM is different, the underlying governing equation of motion in the slow time scale is the same. In another word, though the specific variation of motion for NES described by SIM is different, the Tao Li Paper VIB-15-1415 10
Fourier series development for NES and its variation may have some similarities showed in the general governing equation.
In short, the classic method is extended by relaxing the condition of 1:1 resonance. It can be used to explain the variation of complicated response (e.g. SMR) in which the variation of motion (LO and NES) is not steady.
In this way, the first order (e.i. ε 0 ) can be used to obtain SIM which represents the set of fixed points for all possible initial conditions and parameters. The second order (e.i. ε 1 ) is used to get slower invariant manifold and combined with the first order to obtain fixed points for specific parameters and conditions. It has to be pointed out that v ≈ x considering v = x + εy with ε = 0.84% in the following analysis.
Numerical Results for Cubic NES
The simulation will be based on the Eq. (3). For transient forcing, different types of response can exist by varying the parameters. Herein, just the regime (TET excited) is showed in Fig. 6 . The history of response can be categorized into two parts, that is A and B showed in Fig. 6 (a) . The TET is excited in the part A, during which the displacement of x decreases with an almost linear slope and the amplitude of cubic NES is much bigger than that in the unexcited part B as showed in Fig. 6 (b) . In Fig. 6 (d) , the motion of system is projected to SIM and it can predict the motion in the part A as well. However, it cannot predict the part B with escape from the 1:1 resonance.
[ Fig. 6 about here.]
The above phenomena can be clearly explained by Eq. (11) . During the whole process, the value of outside force is zero. For part A, the decrease of N 1 (amplitude of v) at the slow time scale is decided by the value of N 3 (large amplitude of cubic NES) and the slope is almost straight because of almost constant value of N 3 . In part B, the value of N 3 becomes very small, N 1 (i.e. damping) plays the main role for its reduction.
For periodic forcing, just the results of SMR are demonstrated in Figs. 7 and 8 .
The response can be categorized into two parts (A and B) according to the increase and decrease of the amplitude of v showed in Fig. 7(a) . In the part A, the amplitude of y and w is small compared to that in the part B demonstrated respectively in Fig. 7(b) and (c). In Fig. 7(d) , the part A is divided into three small parts. For sub-part A2, 1:1 resonance exists and the value of y is still small. For parts A1 and A3, there do not exist 1:1 resonance. Globally, the SIM predicts the 1:1 resonance parts A2 and B well. More detailed characteristics (e.g. frequency and amplitude) can be obtained in the frequency domain by using the Hilbert Transform (HT) and Wavelet Transform (WT) function in Matlab [26] . The result is showed in Fig. 8 . Specifically, the envelope of v and y is showed in Fig. 8(a) , through which the value change of v and y is clearly demonstrated. In Fig. 8(b) , two intervals of 1:1 transient resonance capture (TRC) is clearly observed by almost fixed phase difference between v and y and they are interrupted by escape of resonance. In Fig. 8 (c)(d)(e)(f), the 1:1 resonance part of the same frequency between v and y is clearly illustrated and the resonance frequency is showed by the red dotted line.
It is difficult to explain SMR as stated in [20] , especially about the parts connecting these TRCs in which the hypothesis 
Numerical Results for VI NES
Numerical simulations for VI NES are based on Eqs. (13) and (14) . The b related to the length of cavity is varied to detect different regimes.
For transient forcing, different regimes are observed. One typical response with TET activated is showed in Fig. 9 .
The difference for VI NES from cubic NES is that the former is piece-wise. However, the similar two parts are observed and can be explained by the general governing Eq. (30) as have been done for cubic NES.
[ Fig. 9 about here.]
For periodic forcing, just a SMR similar to that of cubic NES is showed in Fig. 10 . It is studied in detail in [25] and is named as chaotic SMR in [12] . It is seen that the local maximum value is different every time in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 11(a) , which is different from that of cubic NES. The 1:1 resonance can be observed from the phase difference between v and y demonstrated in Fig. 11(b) . Moreover, the slow variation of the phase difference shows the move between different 1:1 resonance responses. In Fig. 11(c)(d) , the frequency variation of v and y is obtained from HT by excluding the big noise that represents the impact moments.
Globally, the law of the variation for frequency and amplitude is similar to these of cubic NES, therefore it is can be explained in the same way.
[ Fig. 10 
Remarks
The general governing equation is used to explain the non 1:1 resonance for both cubic NES and VI NES, specifically the case under transient forcing and the SMR under periodic forcing. The above analysis process demonstrates its facility to understand the variation of non 1:1 resonance for numerical results. In the next part, its ability to explain the experimental results will be showed.
Experimental verifications
[ Table 1 about here.]
The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 12(b) . It consists of a LO, with an embedded VI NES. The whole system is embedded on 10kN electrodynamic shaker. The displacement of the LO as well as the imposed displacement of the shaker are measured using contact-less laser displacement sensors. The acceleration of the LO is mearsured by a accelerometer. A detailed view of the VI NES is presented in Fig. 12(a) . It simply consists of a closed cavity of length d + 2b, where d is the diameter of the ball. Each cover is made of hardened steel. The parameters of the system have been identified by performing modal analysis and are summarized in Table 1 .
[ Fig. 12 about here.]
A chaotic SMR about VI NES is showed in Fig. 13 . The forcing amplitude is fixed to 0.423mm and the forcing frequency is fixed to 8Hz. The blue line in Fig. 13(a) represents the acceleration of LO and the green cross dots represent the times and the values of the impact moments. It is seen that the LO and VI NES are in 1:1 resonance by two impacts during one period of LO except some intervals with no impact during one period of LO, specifically the intervals around t and t ∈ {0.4s, 2.4s, 4.7s}. Another phenomenon is that the value of the acceleration in the impact moment for 1:1 resonance change continuously.
[ Fig. 13 about here.]
In Fig. 13(b) , the displacement of LO, the acceleration of LO and the displacement of forcing are superimposed. One enlarged view of Fig. 13(b) is showed in Fig. 13(c) . It is observed that the displacement of LO increases and decreases alternatively rather than remains constant. An enlarged view shows that if the value of acceleration is big enough, it will decrease, or it will increase when there is not enough number of impacts or the value of acceleration in the impact moment is not big enough.
In Eq. (30), the value of G in Eq. (30) is directly related to that of acceleration in the impact moment and the density of impact. The amplitude of LO will change according to that of G. This equation can explain the above experimental phenomenon well. Paper VIB-15-1415  13 regimes from numerical study and the complicated experimental results. Firstly, a general analytical method extended from classic method is obtained through relaxing the condition of 1:1 resonance and it is applied to cubic and VI NES. Then the developed analytical method is used to explain the excited TET under transient forcing and the SMR under periodic forcing for these two NES. Finally, a chaotic SMR from the experimental results is used to demonstrate the feasibility of the general analytical method.
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A general governing equation of motion is obtained and its ability to explain the non 1:1 resonance is demonstrated by two examples in numerical study, namely excited TET in transient case and the SMR in the periodic case. Its facility applied to the complicated experimental results is validated by its ability to explain the SMR detected in experiments.
In addition, the experimental results confirm the existence of the SMR encountered for VI NES and provide much more information than in [11] . The amplitude variation of LO and time variation of impact moment give experimental proof to chaotic properties of SMR defined in [12] . Moreover, since the 1:1 resonance is directly related to the TET, the experimental results show that VI NES is an ideal candidate to illustrate this characteristic. For VI NES, whether the system is in 1:1 resonance is judged from the impact directly rather than using waveform transform.
Although this method can extend the ability of classic analytical method, it still cannot obtain analytical results for the complicated regimes like SMR or experimental phenomena. For example, it could be known from this method that the case with more force in the moment of impact and 1:1 resonance between LO and VI NES is better, but how to ensure this by precise analytical calculation is still not clear. 
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